Born in Mexico, Cesar felt called to serve in the Middle East to work with refugees displaced from the ravages of war. Quite unexpectedly, he has found himself serving in Vienna, Austria, working among several groups of refugees from Syria, Iraq, Afghanistan, and beyond. We are blessed to offer support through a partnership with the European Baptist Federation. Please pray for strength and safety as he and his young family serve faithfully to those folks who are living on the margins.

"I wanted to work with refugees and to welcome the stranger in the Middle East. God has humor and opened the door in Austria."

Cesar Sotomayor
International Church Planter
Austria

What Is a Kingdom Pioneer?
Webster’s Dictionary defines a pioneer as a person who helps create or develop new ideas or methods. A Kingdom Pioneer is someone who is:

- relationally rich,
- gospel-centric,
- reasonable and gracious,
- has a heart for the "not-yet,"
- and believes in investing generously in shared mission.
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